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Abstract 
This study examines arts education and educating with arts paradigmatically, especially raising environmental awareness through 
literature, by using examples from the book called  Son Kuúlar ('The Last Birds') written by one of the most important story 
writers of Turkish literature, Sait Faik Abasıyanık. It explains that  
environmental science can benefit from arts through the fact that arts cannot be isolated from sciences. It gives some suggestions 
on emphasizing  the importance of using arts in the other branches of sciences towards children's and young peoples' education 
thereby setting this study as an example. 
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I. Introduction 
This study is done in respect of  the Elves method through the story called Son Kuúlar ('The Last Birds')  
which is  written by one of the modern Turkish story writers, Sait Faik Abasıyanık, while being used as a 
material to make students aware of environmental issues. Students will gain  environmental awareness 
through this method  which has five stages , excite, listening, visualize, extend and savor, and the story called 
Son Kuúlar ('The Last Birds'). To what degree this is consciously perceived (as feedback) is realised by 
getting the student to complete the half finished story, directing the student to draw a picture or caricature 
about the story, writing an essay about the story or doing drama with the story, in order to set senses in 
motion (Langer, 1957) whilst discovering their art skills with arts education and educating with arts.  
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1. Excit: 
This helps with motivation, attracting attention and accessing existing knowledge. It starts off by creating 
the atmosphere of a discussion for students to put forward their pre-learned knowledge before they read the 
story. The lecturer will guide students through the discussion about their related experience, the main theme 
of the story, the subject of the story and the characters in the story. (Yangın, 2002) After the discussion, the 
lecturer will ask students to guess the contents of the story from the title of it. The lecturer may ask  questions 
such as “ What characters could be in this story? Or What might happen in the story?” . This will assist 
students in getting clues about the story and bringing up memories, which will also help them to comprehend 
the subject of the story. The  exchange of ideas before listening to the story will cause students to gain  
individual thinking skills. Therefore it will  make it easy to comprehend once they acquire these skills. The 
clues may be given by asking questions such as “The title of the story is Son Kuúlar ('The Last Birds') , What 
do you associate with this title? , Why is it Son Kuúlar ('The Last Birds')?”. 
2. Lıstenıng:    
Students need to be encouraged to imagine while reading the story. It is necessary to remind students  of 
the main points of the story whenever their conjectures are verified or denied as the story progresses. By 
means of the conjectures, it is possible to show their feelings and thoughts by laughing at the parts of the 
story that they like and pretending to be sad at the parts of it that they dislike. (Yangın, 2002) The lecturer 
should direct the students as follows: “Are you sure what you are talking about?, Let's think about it, Now 
listen to it and see if you were right about your guesses , or Could you have been mistaken about it?”. This 
will help students acquire the ability to listen carefully. The students will be motivated by this stimulation, 
arousing their attention and curiosity to what will happen and creating such a competitive atmosphere about 
their conjectures so that they will be willing to listen. The motivation will also affect learning in a positive 
way.  
“..... Another sound of a plane approached again. Our island must have been one those places that planes 
flew over  at all times as if they were almost passing by to the right or left of me. The cat became silent. The 
dog closed its eye lids. Now, the sound of crows started to come to me. Once upon a time birds used to call in 
at this island. They used to sing with a chirping sound. They used to perch upon one tree or another in 
groups. 
They had not been coming here for the last two years. Maybe, I had not noticed it even if they had come 
over. Towards autumn, I would see some people and children going up the only hill of the island with a cage 
hanging from their hands.  I would have a sort of pang inside me. There were strange sticks stuck to each 
other in the hands of adults. They  would arrive at the edge of a green arena, put the sticks and a decoy bird in 
the cage under a little tree and hang birdlimes on every branch of the tree. Free birds would come to the 
lonely cry of the decoy in a group with friendly curiosity. These huge fellows and their kids would gather 
under the shade of another tree and hang around in this meadow. Then they would walk slowly towards the 
tree that the birds flocked to together. While four or five of them managed to shake off the birdlimes, they 
consequently flew into the other birdlimes ,allowing the trappers to catch these wonderful creations of nature 
and strangle them with their teeth, for only a mouthful of meat . And they would start plucking them alive  
immediately.” 
3. Visualize: 
It will help students improve their skills of verbal expression by being asked to express themselves with 
the  visualisation that they are able to conjure up in their own minds. (Yangın, 2002) It can make it easier to 
visualize with questions like  “Why do you think the birds did not come to the island for two years in the 
story? , Why does the narrator feel such a pang?, What sounds are there coming from the island?, What are 
the people doing to these birds?, and so on. Besides, visualisation will affect learning and transference of 
memory in a positive way. Making them draw the pictures that they created in their minds will improve their 
skills in internal visualisation. 
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4. Extend:  
If students are connecting the knowledge stored in their minds with the new knowledge that is from the 
story (Richards; Moran, 1991),  this is the sign they are obtaining maximum comprehension. The lecturer 
could facilitate the understanding of the students with questions which will lead them to the position of 
“extrapolation”. (Yangın, 2002) The process of understanding may be completed with questions such as 
“What did this story remind you of?, Were the animals in the story same as the ones you expected?, Why 
were there no parakeets in this story?, What would you like to add more if you were the writer of this story?”. 
5. Savor :             
The story should be assimilated slowly. The students will need some time in order to express their 
feelings and  thoughts. The lecturer should promote activities to assist intellectualisation and deepening of 
understanding.(Yangın, 2002) 
“Anyhow, the birds were not coming any more. Maybe in few years time, they will become extinct. They 
strangled the birds, pulled out the grass and the roads became muddy. The world is changing, my friends. 
You will not be able to see any dark spots in the sky one day. You will not be able to see the dark green 
mantle of mother earth by the roadsides one day. It is going to be bad not for us but for our children. We have 
seen much of birds and verdant nature. It will be bad for you. This is my story” 
“Why do you think about protecting birds? Do you believe that nature should be saved? What needs to be 
done in order to protect birds and nature? Would you like to be one of those birds? What are the dark spots in 
the sky? Why won't you be able to see the spots one day? Why won't you be able to see the green mantle of 
mother earth? What can we do to stop them from vanishing and to be able to continue seeing them? Let us do 
some work: Imagine that you are a bird, what would you do when you see those giants? By thinking about 
the ending of this story, can every one of you write your own story about nature and birds in ten years time? 
Shall we act our own play by choosing another animal instead of birds from the story? Find out about the 
animal you want to write a story about. You can look in some books from the library, use internet or ask 
adults in order to gather some detailed information about the chosen animal. Then write the story. Can you 
draw a picture or a caricature about that story? 
II. Conclusion :    
It will be more enjoyable for students to participate in the learning process. Students will be willing to 
undertake role plays and discussions by being personally challenged. It will help them perceive the world 
differently when they enter into activities designed to improve listening, speaking, reading and writing 
abilities.(Marleau, 2005)  
In this study, not only is environmental awareness emphasized due to the main theme of the story but also 
different branches of arts are more effectively learned through all the questions above which are designed to 
improve their arts skills as well as assimilate the story through the arts. Therefore arts education and 
educating with arts can used simultaneously. These days arts appreciation is in decline and the number of 
people who read literature likewise. Consequently this approach should encourage children and young people 
to adopt a healthy reading habit. This teaching method is multidisciplinary:  It applies to Turkish, 
mathematics, geography, history and many other subjects. There is a saying of the Great Leader Atatürk “a 
nation without art is severed from its lifeblood.” 
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